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Reducibility and a new entropic term in multifragment charge distributions
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The charge distributions and their dependence on fragment multiplicity have been studied for the multifrag-
mentation of 30 MeV/nucleon Xe1Au, Cu. For both targets, the charge distributions are approximately inde-
pendent of the fragment multiplicityn. However, a residual systematic dependence onn is detectable at the
largest values of the total charge multiplicityNc . Suchn dependence obeys a simple scaling law and suggests
the presence of an entropic term possibly related to the mechanism of multifragmentation. Thermal scaling
between the different bins ofNc seems to occur.

PACS number~s!: 25.70.Pq
In the multifragmentation of Ar1Au at 110 MeV/nucleon
@1# the fragment multiplicity distributionPn , at any given
event transverse energyEt5(Eisin

2qi , was shown to be
reducible to an elementary one-fragment emission proba
ity p by means of the well known binomial equation.

It was also noticed that the logarithm of the extractedp
depends linearly on 1/AEt ~Arrhenius plot!. These empirical
observations were confirmed at other energies and for ot
systems@2#.

Binomial reducibility permits the reconstruction of the
probability of ann-fragment event in terms of a binomia
combination of a fixed one-fragment probability, and su
gests that the fragments are emitted independently with c
stant probabilityp.

The linearity of the Arrhenius plots in turn suggests th
the probabilityp has a Boltzmann-like thermal dependenc

p5exp~2B/T!. ~1!

The implications of binomial reducibility and therma
scaling for the mechanism of multifragmentation hav
prompted a more attentive consideration of the associa
charge distributions. It was shown in Ref.@3# that the sim-
plest condition to be required of the charge distributions
satisfy reducibility is independence from the fragment (
<Z<20) multiplicity n, namely

P1~Z!5Pn~Z!5Psingles~Z!5P~Z!. ~2!
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Furthermore, Eq.~1! suggests a thermal scaling of these
charge distributions of the form

AEtlnP~Z!52C~Z!, ~3!

assuming thatEt is proportional to the excitation energy.
The analysis of the charge distributions in Ar1Au at 110

MeV/nucleon, which, for each fragment multiplicityn, have
the exponential form

Pn~Z!5e2anZ, ~4!

led to a surprising result@3#. Rather than observinga15a2

5an5a5k/AEt as expected, it was found that a more gen-
eral reducibility equation holds, of the form

an5
k

AEt

1nc ~5!

(k,c being two constants!, suggesting a more general re-
duced form for a charge distribution of arbitrary shape

@ lnPn~Z!1ncZ#/AEt5F~Z!, ~6!

for all n, Et . This implies forPn(Z) the form

Pn~Z!5expF2
B~Z!

T
2ncZG5expF2

DE~Z!

T
2DS~Z!G .

~7!

The temperature independent entropy termDS5ncZwas
claimed@3# to point to an asymptotic combinatorial structure
R5 © 1996 The American Physical Society
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R6 53A. FERREROet al.
of multifragmentation, and to be consistent with the Eul
partition of an integerZ0 into n pieces, which gives a frag-
ment ‘‘Z’’ distribution:

P~Z!5
n2

Z0
exp~2nZ/Z0!5cn2exp~2cnZ!. ~8!

This interesting possibility has led us to investigate wheth
~a! the above features extend to different systems and diff
ent energies;~b! the features observed in Ref.@3# are specific
to the choice ofEt as a quantity possibly proportional to the
excitation energy;~c! the most general reducibility equation
Eq. ~6!, could be tested for systems for which theZ distri-
butions are not exponential.

To this purpose, we have studied the reaction Xe1Cu, Au
at 30 MeV/nucleon. This bombarding energy places the
action near the lower limit of the energy range where mul
fragmentation is studied, while the two targets introduce
interesting range in the size of the systems.

The experiments were performed at the National Sup
conducting Cyclotron Laboratory of the Michigan State Un
versity, combining the Miniball@4# and the Multics@5# de-
tection systems in order to cover with good efficiency th
emission phase space of the emitted charged particles
fragments. The solid angle coverage was larger than 87%
4p. The high resolution gas-Si-Si~Li !-CsI telescopes of the
Multics array covered the forward cone, between 3° and 2
with an angular resolution of'0.2° and identification thresh-
old E/A'1.5 MeV for fragments of all atomic numbers. The

FIG. 1. Charge distributions and their dependence on fragm
multiplicity n ~upper part! and charge distributions in their reduced
form @see Eq.~6!# ~lower part; data are shifted by20.95 on they
axis! for the reaction Xe1Cu at 30 MeV/nucleon and total charge
multiplicity Nc bin as shown.
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angles between 23° and 160° were covered by 158 elem
of the Miniball, with identification thresholds ofE/A
'2,3,4 MeV forZ53,10,18 fragments, respectively.

In the present analysis all particles detected in Multi
and those up toZ520 in the Miniball are used. Multifrag-
ment emission in the reactions considered here has been
ported in Ref.@6#.

As an alternative toEt as a measure of the excitatio
energy, we have chosen the total charge multiplicityNc . We
have verified that binomial reducibility occurs for the frag
ment multiplicities of both reactions for all values ofNc .

The charge distributions were obtained for four differe
bins ofNc . The accessible range of fragment multiplicitie
extends up to 4–5 for Cu and up to 7 for Au. These char
distributions deviate substantially from the exponential for
observed in Ref.@3#, so that an analysis similar to that pe
formed in Ref.@3# cannot be attempted.

For each target, the distributions change little as a fun
tion of n, as shown for the Cu target in Fig. 1 and for the A
target in Fig. 2~upper curves!. On the other hand, at close
inspection, the charge distributions appear to become p
gressively and regularly steeper with increasingn. This is
especially visible in the highestNc bins presented in Figs. 1
and 2.

This n dependence can be eliminated by using Eq.~6!.
The lower curves in Figs. 1 and 2 show that by usingc
50.0104 for Cu andc50.0059 for Au, the charge distribu-
tions for all fragment multiplicities can be made to overla
quite precisely.

The analysis of all the charge distributions leads to t
values ofc given in Table I. It is rather interesting to observ
that for both targets the value ofc increases substantially
with increasingNc .

ent FIG. 2. Same as Fig. 1, for the reaction Xe1Au at 30 MeV/
nucleon~data of the lower part are shifted by20.8 on they axis!.
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A similar increase ofc with Et has been observed in@7#.
Equation~6! suggests that charge distribution correspon

ing to different values ofEt can be compared to each othe
It might be interesting to verify that the same kind of com
parison can be made for different values ofNc .

On general grounds one expects the average numbe
charged particleŝNc& to be given by^Nc&}E/DE where
E is the excitation energy, andDE is the mean total energy
per charged particle.DE is approximately given byDE
52T1B whereB is an average barrier for the emissio
Therefore ^Nc&}E/(2T1B). For 2T!B, ^Nc&}E. This
case should hbold for moderate excitation energies and
large Z systems whereB is Coulomb dominated. On the
other hand, at high excitation energies and for lighter s
tems one is moving towards a regime 2T@B which gives

FIG. 3. Examples of charge distributions for two different va
ues of fragment multiplicityn and total charge multiplicityNc bins
~upper part! and their corresponding scaled forms~lower part! for
the reaction Xe1Cu at 30 MeV/nucleon.

TABLE I. Values ofc from Eq.~6! for differentNc windows.

Xe1Cu Xe1Au
Nc c3103 Nc c3103

2–6 0 3–9 0
7–10 0 10–15 1.660.1
11–14 8.560.1 16–21 5.860.1
15–20 10.460.2 22–27 5.960.2
d-
r.
-

r of

n.

for
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^Nc&}T. In our case the former limit may be applicable.
Thus we tested the thermal scaling of Eq.~6! with the sub-
stitution ofEt with Nc .

The Nc values considered in the present analysis rang
from 3 to 20 for the Cu target and from 3 to 27 for Au. The
transverse energy corresponding to theseNc values reaches
250 and 350 MeV for Cu and Au, respectively. As the exci
tation energy cannot be reliably extracted from the exper
mental data, it has been evaluated in the framework of d
namical model calculations: for central collisions it is'750
MeV for Cu @6# and'1500 MeV for the Au target. These
values agree with the previsions of the Viola systematics.

In many of these reactions, invariant velocity plots indi
cate the presence of two sources. Thus one may be led
believe that binomial reducibility and thermal scaling ough
to be tested on each of the two sources individually. How
ever, experimental evidence shows that both reducibility an
thermal scaling hold for both sources combined. Of course,
the emission probabilityp is the same for both sources, this
is a mathematical truth. For sufficiently different values o
p, simulations show that the source with largep dominates
and controls all distributions.

Figures 3 and 4 show the application of this thermal sca
ing to distributions with the widest difference inn andNc .
The scaling seems to work reasonably well for both target

l-

FIG. 4. Same as Fig. 3, for the reaction Xe1Au at 30 MeV/
nucleon.
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Two tentative conclusions can be drawn from the pres
analysis of fragment multiplicities and charge distribution
~a! reducibility of the multiplicity distributionsPc→p is ac-
companied by reducibility of the charge distribution
Pn(Z) according to Eq.~6! with c values increasing with
increasingNc and~b! thermal scaling ofPn(Z) according to
Eq. ~6! seems to occur.

The most intriguing result, however, is the possible a
sence of a temperature independent entropy term (c50) for
the lowestNC bins, and the distinct presence of it (c.0) for
the highestNc bins. If the transition is real, one might be le
to speculate about a possible difference in the react
mechanism.

The way in which charge conservation is implemented
a sequential emission or in chemical equilibrium could
quite different. In the former case, the first fragment cann
know about the number and size of the fragments that m
follow it. Thus one expectsc50. In the latter case, as in a
multifragment transition state, each fragment may be acu
aware of all the others and the burden of charge conserva
should be evenly spread among the fragments. In this c
c.0.

Regarding the aspect of sequentiality versus simultane
we note that an analysis of different observables for t
Xe1Cu reaction indicates@6# a mean fragment emission
time of'200 fm/c, consistent with a fast, but still sequentia
time scale. Thus the relevance of the previous speculatio
the reactions in question is unclear.

Another possibility could be the following. In the liquid
vapor co-existence region, the properties of the vapor are
affected by the requirement of overall mass conservati
ent
s:
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since the liquid in equilibrium adjusts its masses with chan
ing volume just to ensure such global conservation. Th
translates into the parameterc being equal to zero. On the
other hand, in the overheated vapor region there is only o
phase which must ensure mass conservation, at least gr
canonically. Thus, in this regionc.0.

Simulations on finite percolating systems@7# show that
the resulting data can be analyzed just as described here. O
obtainsc50 when a large~percolating! cluster is present,
andc.0 when the percolating cluster is absent. Similarly a
evaporation simulation following the binomial scheme
modified in such a way to prevent the emission of fragmen
larger than the emitting sources, yieldsc50 if an evapora-
tion residue is present, andc.0 otherwise.

Finally one could consider the actual values ofc for the
cases in which it is different than zero. In the case of 11
MeV/nucleon Ar1Au, c'0.016 leading to a value ofZ0
'60 @see Eq.~8!#, while in the present case the largest va
ues ofc lead toZ0'95 for the Cu target and toZ0'170 for
the Au target. The correlation ofZ0 with the total size of the
system is interesting. However, dimensionality may be re
evant to this aspect of the problem. Percolation calculatio
show thatc5k/Z0 with k different than 1. Similar results are
shown by the binomial evaporation simulation reporte
above. Therefore the correlation betweenc and the size of
the system remains still open. Furthermore it is likely tha
there might be a substantial averaging over the excitati
energy that could be very different forNc andEt . Thus a
comparison between thec values for the Ar1Au case and
those obtained in the present cases may be premature.
-
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